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When QuickBooks™ makes life
difﬁcult, we make it easy.
QuickBooks on Calyx Framework™
The better fully managed IT solution
QuickBooks may be a universal accounting
software, but its inefficiencies can be costly.
For CPA firms struggling with QuickBooks-related hassles,
QuickBooks on Calyx Framework™ offers secure, streamlined
access to your application and data anytime, anywhere. Log in to
one elegant, simplified interface, where you and your clients can
seamlessly collaborate.

•

Shared working environment with clients

•

Cohesive functionality with other applications

•

Simplified printing, scanning and data sharing

•

Off-site access from desktop, tablet or mobile

QuickBooks on Calyx Framework elevates your productivity with
access to real-time data that eliminates disconnects like duplicate
files, versioning issues and out-of-sync entries. Our IT experts are
on hand at all times to ensure flawless implementation and
uninterrupted operations.

“I would strongly
recommend Calyx – and
have – to other CPAs.
The advantage of their
technology solution is
indescribable.”
Jeff Donohoe, Donohoe & Associates

QuickBooks on Calyx Framework transforms how CPAs and their clients work together.
Let’s discuss your IT evolution. Reach out at info@calyxIT.com or 216.916.0639.

See what makes Calyx Framework the best option for
comprehensive, hassle-free QuickBooks hosting:

Central repository

Enterprise-class,
multi-layered security
Built-in backup and
disaster recovery

• Provides access to all client files within one central location
• Eliminates worry over having to support different QuickBooks versions

• Eliminates risk with two-factor authentication and locked down
protection of you and your clients’ data

• Maintains business continuity with less downtime and disruption

Seamless experience

• Opens QuickBooks and other local apps (including Excel) on local
desktop using Framework infrastructure

Greater collaboration

• Enables multiple users to access synched data from any device or location
• Offers added flexibility for remote workers and clients

Better delivery
network

• No loss in image quality when printing
• Runs on Windows, Mac, anywhere…

Single point of contact
and accountability

• Streamlines IT administration and management for faster issue resolution
• Allows team to focus on business growth, rather than IT issues

No software to own,
configure or update

• Bring your own license or rent monthly
• Upgrades are immediate, ongoing and conducted by experts
• Offers a blended savings, rather than individual costs

Ability to scale

• Increases business agility and competitive edge
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